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“This LED lighting solution enables savings of no less than 75%. And, that’s  

in addition to the bright, natural light and excellent light distribution. Thanks  

to the long lifetime of the Cosma luminaire and its LED module with the 

robust optic, we are going to see extra savings on maintenance and lamp 

replacement as well.”

Burkhard Adolphi, the Civil Engineering Office for the municipality of Sarstedt 
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Background
Sarstedt is a municipality in the German federal state of Lower Saxony 

and forms part of the district of Hildesheim. In order to set a good 

example for its 18,000 residents, the municipality’s policies aim to 

protect the environment wherever possible. In the Climate Protection 

Concept (‘Klimaschutzkonzept’), which serves as a basis for this 

initiative, the installation of new street lighting plays an important  

role in reducing CO2 emissions. 

The challenge
The Lönsstrasse had undergone a complete renovation in 2010. This 

provided the ideal opportunity for the municipality to replace the 

existing street lighting, with HQL125 W (137W system) lamps, with a 

more energy-efficient alternative. The stylish Cosma II/1 LED luminaire 

from LEIPZIGER LEUCHTEN appealed to the municipality right away 

with its clean lines and bowl-shaped luminaire head,  attached at right 

angles to the tubular blue column.Thanks to the perfect integration  

of the very energy-efficient − a difference of over 100 W with the 

existing lamp! − Fortimo LED Linear Light Module (LLM) 3000 lm/730 

into the luminaire head, it didn’t take the town long to decide in favor 

of this lighting solution. The little energy the LED module does consume 

is used most effectively thanks to the specially designed heat-resistant 

optic made of sustainable aluminum. This optic ensures a perfect beam 

with no glare. 

The solution
Ten lamp posts with Cosma II/1 luminaires fitted with Philips Fortimo LED 

LLM were installed in the Lönsstrasse. The luminaire head gives the street a 

more modern appearance during the day, and at night the Lönsstrasse now 

has a surprising appeal thanks to the ‘new’ white light. Bernhard Eggers, 

project leader at E.ON Avacon AG, explains: “The Fortimo LED module, 

with a color temperature of 3000K, offers outstanding color rendering, 

which means the green spaces and the trees retain their natural colors. 

Passers-by are also more easily visible, which improves the sense of social 

safety on the street. The uniform light distribution ensures that the light 

only shines on areas where it is needed and is not wasted in spill-over light.” 

The residents are also, without exception, very pleased with the result. 

Benefits
Burkhard Adolphi, employee at the Civil Engineering Office for the 

municipality of Sarstedt, is also delighted with the result. “Thanks to this 

innovative combination of luminaire and LED module, in this street we are 

going to realize energy savings of 103W per luminaire, whilst at the same 

time benefiting from the clear, natural lighting and the excellent light 

distribution.” According to Adolphi, there are also other benefits which 

show that the municipality of Sarstedt has made the right investment. 

“Because of the long lifetime of this LED module, with 50,000 burning 

hours and robust optic, we are also going to see extra savings on 

maintenance and lamp replacement as well.”
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